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UNDMffPED OSCILLATIONS OF AIR SPRINGS 

INTRODUCT ION 

Air springs of the type to be treated nereth were 

first made In the early 1930's. The oriina1 concept 

was to enclose the air carrying column in a rubber and 

fabric container following rubber tire construction 

principles. In 1936 the first test was performed on air 

springs for the suspension of a passenger car. Later they 

were accepted as good vibration io1ators and were 

installed in industrial trailers, railroad cars, motor 

coaches, and military vehicles. The first rail car 

installation Wfl8 made on a Pullman car in 19L}7. In 19t.9, 

air springs wer's used as suspensions for jet engine 

containers. The conìstruction was simply two concentric 

bellows. The larger was operating on air to handle 

ordinary vibrations encountered during transportation, 

while the inner or was filled with oil to absorb large 

transient shock loads. 

In 19S7 air springs were used in passenger car 

suspensions on a large scale. As a result of cozapetition 

between car manufacturers and the involvement of many 

rubber goods industries, air springs appeared in many 

designe, shapes and constructions. 



Air levolinß syatemß were introduced to maintain a 

fixed leve], for the oar chassis. A valve is used to 

introduce air into the spring containers when tne car 

load is increased. Another valve is used to release air 

from the springs when the load is removed. 

Air springs were found advantageous in reducing the 

natural frequency of a suspension system to about 1i0 cycles 

per minute, and within the limitations of wrieel housing 

space, it is hard to find any other type of sprir which 

can yield such low frequencies. Air aprings have non- 

linear characteristics, which make them superior in 

several respects to the coumionly used linear spring 
system. Linear springs are suitable for many applications, 
but have the disadvantage that large amplitudes build up 

when a frequency of the excitation force coincides with a 

natural frequency. This problem may be overcome by 

damping, but remains a serious problem when damping is 
impractical. Non-linear springs, as will be shown later, 

have dynamic damping characteristics. Because the 

natural frequency of free vibration varies with amplitude, 
build-up of large amplitudes at any iven frequency of the 

forcing function is much less likely. 
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REVIE"T OF THE LITERATURE 

In January 1936, a paper was presented to the S iety 
of Automotive Enrjineers, by Roy Rrown (14., p. 126-132), 

giving the results of an invostijation into the 

application of air springs to passenger cars. He did 

not present iy theoretical work. His experiments were 

perfornd on a two convolution rubber cushion air spring, 
mounted in the front suspension of an automobIle. The 

automobile was raised and let drop, and the body movement 

was recorded on a chronograph. 

In 19144, B. Suashoiz (15, p. A-101--1O7) de a 

theoretical investigation of air springs. He emonetratad 

his theory by a horizontal cylindrical tube closed at one 

end, with a light pi8ton inserted in the other. 
Postulating that the press.ue within the air column 

followed the law of adiabatic compression, he derived a 

formula for the natural frequency for an in1initoaImw.1 

displacement in the neighborhood of the equilibrium 

position. His evaluation of the natural frequency at 

different initial displacement ratlos was made by a 

graphIcal method with two numerical integrations. 
In 1957 and 1958, considerable design work was done 

on the use of air in oar suspensions. Air springs used at 



that time consisted of rubber ouehionn £ored of single 

and double convolutions. A publication for Firestone 

Rubber Company (2, p. 208-210) contains a comparison 

between a single convolution and a double convolution 

system. It indicates that the natural frequency varied 

from 103 C.P.M. at the end of compression stroke to 

7 C.P.M. at the end of expansion stroke for the 8ingle 

convolution type, while for the double convolution type 

it varied from 85 to 75 at the sa nntioned positions. 
It was nntioned also that with the single convolution 

type, impact loading on the chassia was reduced. 

J. H. Sainsbury (13, p. 75-101) made a resume of 

the course of development of the air springs of the 

double convoluted and rolling lobe type. He presented 

the variabion of volume and effective area with the 

displacement. He indicated also the variation of the 

spring rate with the displacement. He studied the effect 

of a surge tank on the natural frequency of the system. 

He differentiated between air springs and steel springs. 

He discussed in general the design and installation of 

the air spring for the automobile suspension. 
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PURPOSE OF THIS ORK 

The main purpose of this work was to learn moro 

about the oscillatory characteristics of air-spring 

supported weights. Also, it appeared desirable to 

develop analytical methods for evaluating the motions 

of such systems. 

Both tree and torced motion were studied, and the 

effects of various initial pressures, thitial volumes, 

and forcing amplitude arai frequency were determined. The 

free vibration characteristics were studied both analytically 
and experimentally, while the 'orced vibrations were 

studed only analytical1í. 



APPARATU 

The apparatus (Figure 1 and Appendix 1) uzed in this 
experiment consista of two starxìard steel tubes with four' 

inches inner diameter, one ]I. inches long, the other four 

iriche3 long. The longer one ia opened at both ends with 

two etandard flanges attached. L air valve is fixed 

at four incho8 from the top. The shorter tube is also 

open at both ends with a standard f1ano fitted at one end. 

The apparatus has a lower ani an upper piston. The upper 

or is of steel, 3.7 irhes in daineter, inches 

long, and is connected to the moving rzasa by a one inch 

diameter, 3.7 inches 1on rod. A sea]. cf the Bellofram 

Ro1liz Diaphragm type is used between the cylinder and 

the upper piston. It is made of thin (1/16 of an inoh 

thick), rubber impregnated nylon fabric, 3.75 inches in 

diameter, 3.98 inches lone, with a flare which is confined 

between t- two flanges of the long and short tubes. The 

piston is inserted inside the seal cup which la secured by 

a retaining disc bolted to the piston. 
The moving masa consists of two 17 inch square 

plates which are 12 inches apart. The upper plate 

is 3/14. of an inch thick, while the lower one is 1/2 

of an inch thick with a 9 inch square hole in the 
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middle for passage of the cylinder. The two plate3 are 

connected to each other by eight 1/2 inch diameter bolts, 

13.5 inches long, and eight 12 inch 1oi spacers are used 

to obtain the required vertical distance between the two 

platos. The movirg L-ss is guided in four placos by 

I-beams. The beams facing each other are connected by 

tie rods. Eight ball boarina aro used between the 

moving platform and the I-beam guides. 

The lower platon is arranged so as to allow for a 

variable air column length. It is connected to a one 

inch diameter, 9 inches long threaded rod, screwed into 

a one inch thick base plate and secured by a locking nut. 

Two O-rings on the lower piston form the seal. The lower 

long cylinder flange and the base plate rest on four 

standard channel8 that act as supports. The support and 

the guides are bolted to two crossed channels which are 

in turn embedded in a L1 ft. x 6 ft. x 2 ft. concrete 

slab and secured by anchor bolts. 

The motion is rocorded nchanical1y by using a 

monodrum and indicator. 



?1ure 1. APPARATUS 



PAR? t. TU FREE OSCILIJTION 

Theoretical Analyai 

List 
2. 3mho1s 

P ifltiFl 3S3' - th resni'e t t ;ìan u - - 

position. 

p ?PS5r9 at tny isrlcemer.t. 

vo Initial volume. 

V Vlrnie 'it any tp1coent. 

n Index of coinprsion ard expansicti. 

A Crozs-Gctioral ar8a. 

L Length of air rol'mn at psti.,ri of ouI1ibrium 

with weisht. 

x Displacenent. 

X 
y Displacrnct ratio 

- 

y0 Initial diplacetont 'atio. 

y1, Rebound diap].acement ratio. 

m Oscillating 
g Local gravitational acooleratlon. 

Interval factor. 

t Time. 

F External force. 
F' Forces inside the syst. 

Forces innide the system at equilibrium position. 

f Frequency. 



Let x measure the piston displacement 

positive as indicated in the sketch. 

: P V 
n 

P P (!2) 
ov 

but V0 AL 

andV A(Lx) 
I 

Combining these, 
1' 

p:p0 

-p i l fl 

- O 

I!S 

Multiplication or both sides by the area gives 

/ / FF ( _ i )fl 

o 

But 

ing : P A 

so that 

- i n 
F -ng 

ewtofl3 second law or motion then yields 

mx+mg-F0 
i 

- g 
[- y)fl 

- li 

: Q 
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flividin.g by L 

rl 
y L('+71 

The above is the governing differential equation for the 

free undamped motion of an air spring system. 

It appeai's from the differential equation that aince 

the mass is cancelled out ft does not affect the behavior 

oi the iprins,, and consequently the initial pressure 

hae no effect on the system (P = ). AccordinC to 

this, the natural frequency of the system is not a 

function of the initial pressure. 

An iterative nurirical method developed by J. E. Brock 

(3, p. 1-11) is used to solve this differential equation. 

The initial conditions mut bu stated, i.e. at t O; 

y : y; and = O. After time interval "t" to be 

determined, the mass will pass by the mean position. This 

nouns that at t :T; y : 
The prInciple of the process follows 

Given the differertial equation 

y +g (y,t) : o 
... i : -(y,t) 

integrating both sides with respect to time, 
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= 

-f g(y,)d 

but y(o) O 

g 

integrating again with respect to time, taking into 

consideration that y( r) s O 

y )d d7 

Note that y appears as a function of t and D, where ? la 

a constant which ia not yet determined. 

y(o) dÇ (1) 

This 18 &fl equation solvable for T. If any function y1 

18 assumed, then 

(t) - 
/ d7/g LY()d d 

2 
'7c [ytçç d 

is another function which is a better approximation for y. 
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As the initial condition la not varied and is a 

constant for all y(D) O 

Yo 

Y2(T) = O 

The function 2 ia used to find another function and so 

°n 

i 
d7f(Yn) d 

/ 

0f 
d7j1g(y,) dÇ 

This process is repeated until y convergea to a limit 

function which satisfies the differential equation and 

the initial conditions. Now equation (1) is used to find 

the value of T . 

Vihen it is difficult to evaluate the integral 

analytically, a calculation is performed involving two 

numerical integrations. 

The time t is divided into any integral number of 

equal intervals, say N. Each interval baa a length of 

') = . The time t k , ere k O, 1, 2, 3,....N. 

k is placed in a row with the designation of 6k The 

procedure starts with assuming any values of y at each 

°k' putting into consideration that at : y0 and at 

eN, : o, These values of y are placed in a row called 

the first line. F'or each of y, is calculated from 
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- g(y,t) 

and ia placed in another row called the 8econd line. In 

the third line values of y are calculated at the xaid-point 

of each interval. A nuniberical integration using the 

trapezoidal rule is perforizd to fthd these values. 

at the middle of the first interval 

L3 

y(e0) -i- y(o1) 

and -(e) : -j- )\y(O1) 

arid generally 

(ek -- & : r( 

All values of are multiplied by . Therefore, ). can 

be considered as a common factor which is reserved at 

the end of the line (see Tables i and 2). 

To find values of y, it is known that y(eN) , 

then O is placed in the fourth line under °N The rest 

values of y are calculated in a similar manner as in 

case of y, by starting at eN and proceeding to the left. 

N-1 
: )¼y(eN) + y(eN) 

and gonerally 

y(e) y(o 
+ - 

In this caso all the values of y are multiplied by 

. 
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As the initial dis placement is known, an is fixed, 

then w viluos of y re obtained by 

Y(ek) 
- O Y1(e0) 

Whore Y (eu) aro the values of y in the fou.rth line. 

These new values aro used for another staCe. A 

satisfactory solution ha8 been obtained when values of y 

are fixed within a certath tolerance. 
To find the value of T 

2 Yo 
- Y(e0) 

': ¡Yo 
/Y(e0) 

: 

Now considerin, the differential equation 

i 
L 

The seme tochnie is ased to solve this equation 

with some modification. This method determines the 

displacement tine re1tion, and the time of a quarter of 

a period. In case of air spring syatens, the stiffness 

is gettthg higher as the mass travels alorg to the 
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rebound position1. Therefore, it la expected that the 

lengths of time above and below the mean position are 

different. The process can be extrapolated to any 

required timo. The first half of period is determined 

by finding out the time at hich y(t) : o. 

The values of y in the second lino have the common 

factor .. The values of y in the third lthc have the 

factor and those of y in the fourth line ars 
L 

multiplied by r 
. 2 -,/L - Y(e0) 

¡Ly0 
and 

But y0 and Y(a0) are known from the calculations 

let Iy0 

K 
Y(o0) 

ir the period of a whole cycle ha8 p number of intervals 

.. period : pK [i 
u.. frequency 1 

pK[ 

1 Rebound position Is the position at the end of trie 
compression stroke. 
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This ahows that the natural frequency of an air 

8prin system is inversely proportional to the square root 

of t air column length. 

Typical stage calculations are shown in Table 1, for 

y0 0.8 and n = 1, and in Table 2 for y0 : 0.8 and 

n 1.14. 

T1 displacement tine curve la plotted in Figure 3. 

From Table 1. 

..fL x 0.B 
Jb2.05 

Lx 0.8 
I62b.05 x 12 

: 0.0103 L 

where L in feet, 

where L in inches. 

number of intervals in ono half period 1.7S interval 

... t1 period = 0.0103 (1.7S x 2) 

- 0.32145 J L 
sec. 

.'. tl frequency 3.08 x cycles/sec. 

for L : inch 

frequency R 3.08 cycles/sec. 



-j 

X 

FtGURE 2 DISPLACEMENT RATIO PRESSURE RATIO 

CURVE 

i 



Table 1. FINAL STAGE 0F CALCULATION$ FOR y0 0.8 and n 1. 

1r 

i 3 h 7 t 10 11 12 13 1 15 16 

I O. 0.792 o.76h 0.710 0.66 0.577 0.).W. 0.777 o.28 0.131 0 -0.131 .O.27 .0.368 -O.ItT5 .0.26 0.538 

7 -1.'..31 -16.72 -13.95 -13.116 -12.76 -11.70 .10.50 -8.33 -6.50 -3.73 0 11.85 11.16 18.'S 26.58 32.0 31.60 

j -7.111 -21.36 -35.31 .1.8.77 -61.53 -73.11 .83.51 -77.63 -91.21 .1.% -.122.96 .o5o .26.77 -68.22 .8. 

O 626.05 618.fl 591.55 562.211 513.117 1151.911 379.63 211.58 202.19 i.96 O ..172.06 .200.07 ..249.0I. .2711.26 -1115.60 .1.23.96 -197.79 

y 0.5 0.791 O.7 0.71$ 0.656 0.577 0.1.811 0.117 0.28 0.191 0 -0.257 - 0.16$ -o)79 -0.5i - o.5k _0.538 

Table 2. FINAL STAGE OF CALCT!JTIONS FOR y0 0.8 and n 1.14.. 

-k 2 3 1. 5 6 7 5 9 1 U 12 13 li. 15 16 £.,tj. 

, 0.9 0.D1 0.761. 0.719 0.657 0.575 0à0 0.370 0.759 0.072 0 .0432 .0.25? .0.356 -0..L6 -0.1.82 

, .01.10 -11.91 -17.6', -17.11 -16.115 .15.20 -13.65 -11.02 .0.32 -5.09 0 6.99 16.16 28.31. 1.0.57 1.6.17 

7 _..01 -77.9 -1.1.41. -.61.'7 -78.22 -93.112 -127.77 -119.59 -127.51 -.112.40 -132.60 -1.25.61 -139.1.5 -81.11 -11O.Sli 
L 

T 790.91 761.92 71.9.29 657.41 579.79 1185.37 378.10 760.0 112.60 0 -112.60 .258.21 -367.66 .61.0.77 489.31 .1183.110 

j 0.5 0.792 0.740 0.'19 0.557 0.579 0.1.86 0.379 0.260 0.1.13 0 .4.133 .0.258 -0.16$ .0.1.119 .4.1109 .u.11. 

I-j 

'o 
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Table 3. CI1ANG; OF FREJENCY (CYCLES PER MINUTE) WITH 
THE DISPLACE!ENT RATIO, OR L = 3. INCH. 

0.2 0.14. 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 i.6 
Frequency 

n 1 190.S 187.S 186.6 1814..8 183.6 181.9 179.7 

1.14. 222.6 21ß.! 217.38 2]J4..S 213.6 210.9 20S.5 

Results in 'Table 3 are plotted in Figure 4.. 

Table L. VAlUATION 0F FREQUENCY VITII LENGTH FOR DIFFERENT 
INITIAL DI3PLACENT RATIOS. 

n L in\ 0.2 Inches O.1.i. 0.6 o.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 

i 190.5 187. Ì86.6 i3t.8 183.6 131.9 179.7 
2 1314...8 132.5 132.0 130. 129.8 128.7 127.0 
L. 

o 
9S.2S 93.7 93.3 92.4. 91.8 90.9S 89.8 

u 

77.8 
6i.14. 

y6.5 
66.3 

76.2 
65.9 

7S.14. 

6S.2 
lLi-.9 

6..8 
74..2 

£4.2 
73.3 
63. 

10 60.3 59.3 !9.0 58.14. 5i.o 74 6.7S 
12 S3.8 53.3 S3.O 1.8 

1 222.6 218. 217.38 2114..6 213.6 210.9 2O.5 
2 17.L3 i514.. 152.2 11.7 351.0 349.0 1)45.0 
14. 111.3 109.2 108.7 107.2 106.8 iO.)45 1O2.7 

1.14. 6 91.0 88.14. 88.0 87.8 87.1 86.0 83. 
8 78.6 77.3 76.7S 75.8 7.14. 7 . 72. 

lo 10.11. 69.1 68.6 67.8 674 66.6 65.o 
12 t4.2 63.]. 62.7 62.0 6i.t 60.8 59.3 

Results In Table 
14. 

are plotted in Figure8 5, 6 and 7. 
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The relation between the initial displacement ratio to 

the rebound displacement ratIo are listed in Table and 

are plotted in Figure 8. 

Table 5. VARIATION OF THE REBOUND DISPLACEMENT RATIO WITH 
THE IìflTIAL DI3PLACMT RAT Io. 

y0 0.2 o.L. 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 i.6 

n - i o.i3L. O.3i O.!25 0.512 0.596 0.65 0.753 

n - iJ. 0.175 0.303 O.l.OIi.. O.t4139 o.5!6 o.6i 0.683 

Experimental Wori 

Experiments were conducted to determine the natural 

frequency and the rebound displacement of the air spring 

aystem at different initial displacemente 'nd air column 

lengths. 

The equation of motion of the air spring system 

t ud ie d 

y= 
-t_j, 

sue8t8 that the perfoxnance is not affected by the mass, 

and therefore not by the initial pressure. r2OStS for 

niasses of 155 pouns (P0 : 12.2 psig), 205 pounds 
(Po : 16.3 psig), and 260 pounds (po : 20.6 paig) gave tbe 

sanie results shown inthe case of L : 10 inches, and x0 : 

2 inches (y0 0.2). Consequently, all other tests were 
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made for a mass of ÌSS pounds creat1n an initial pressure 

of 12.2 psig. 

The equilibrium position chosen was that where the 

diaphragm allowed equal displacements both upward and 

downward. When the lower piston was at its lowest 

position, the distante from tho piston to the mean position 
was h-Sb inches. At this position the lower piston rod 

was 3/L of an inch above the supportinç channels (the datum). 

The air column length was deterixd by nieasuring the 

distance between the datum and the piston rod by means of 

caliper and a scale. It was estimated that this ziieasureinent 

was accurate to within 1/32 of an inch. The corresponding 

maximum error in the natural frequency is 0.19 per cent. 
To determir tt natural frequency, the distance 

between the first two peaks of the recorded time- 

displacement curve was measured. Knowing the monodrum 

speed, the corresponding time is forthcoming. The 

frequency is equal to period 
The experimental data are listed in the Tables on the 

following page. A copy of an actual record 18 shown in 
Figure 9. 



T ab le 6. EX PER I MENT AL DATA FOR TIlE NATtY hAL FREQUENCY AP 
DIFFERENT INITIAL DISPLACEMENT RATIOS FOR 
DIFFERENT AIR COLUMN LENGTHS IN CYCLES PER 
MINUTE. 

Yo 

L inches 0.1 0.2 

14. lO!;.O 
914..!; 

6 87.1 2.0 
7 79.!; 7)4..7 
8 73.1 70.0 
9 69.5 66.0 

10 66.0 62.8 

0.3 

79.5 
73.3 
69.0 

2 

29 

o.14. 0.5 0.6 o.8 

98.0 92.2 
87.]. 814..2 81.14. 

76.2 75.8 114.8 
71.9 71.1 t9.0 
67.9 66.8 
614.. 3 
6o. 8 

Table 7. EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE INITIAL DISPLACEMENT 
RATIOS AND THE REBOUND DISPLACEMENT RATIOS. 

YO 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.14. 0.5 0.6 0.8 

Y1., o.o6 o.i2 0.175 0.27 0.32 0.37 O.14. 



FIGURE 9. RECORDED DISPLACEMENT- TIME CURVE 
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Comparißon Between Theoretical and. Experimental Results 

The theoretical analyses uaed gave the results or an 
ideal system with no damping effect. Experizrntal 
mech&nical devices always have some damping. Consequently, 

soins deviation is to be expected between the theoretical 

and experimental results. 
In the apparatus built to study the behavior of the 

air spring syBtem, efforts were made to reduce the 

damping effects to a minimum. Friction between the guides 

and the moving parts were reduced by careful alignment 

and by the Use of ball bearing8. A diaphragm seal 

eliminated the direct sliding of the piston in the 

cylinder. A damping effect resulted also from the friction 
between air molecules, which is a characteristic of 

any real gas and cannot be eliniinated. 

It was found that there was no appreciable leakage 
in the system as evidenced by the fact that the masa did 

not show a measurable change in equilibrium position 

during a 2L. hour period. 

In the experimental apparatus, the oscillation damped 

out completely after from four to twelve cycles depending 

on the Initial displacement. Aleo the rebound displace- 
ment was lesa than that obtained by the theoretical 
calculations (see figures 11 and 12). 



Th6 valuos of t} ntural frequency of the cctual 

ayst6r lay b.tween the calculated values fox' n i and 

for n i.t. mo initial displacoent ratio frequency 

curvo gave the same nonlinear characteristic as the theory, 

although the theoretical was soniewhat steeper. 

Experimental data for the natural frequency of the 

system and the air olunn lengths are plttod in Figuro )5 

on a log-log chart. The resulting straight line relation 

has a slope of -.2 and yIelds the f ollowing 

in L -2 in f constant , : 
This indIcates that the natural frequency is inversely 

proporticnal to the square root of the air column length 

as was also the caso for the theoretical work, 

Experimental and theoretical rost'.its for frequency 

vs. length are plotted in Figure 4 for S 0.2. 

Generally 3peakin.g, both expertiental and theoretical 
work were in agreement in the behavior of the air spring 

system. As a summary, both indicated that the initial 
pressure and the mass do not affoct the natural frequency 

of the system. They also indicated that there is a fixed 

re].atiofl8hip between the natural frequency and the a ir 
column length. 
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D1icuss5. on 

Theoret5.cal analysea vero nade on both the isotherxna1 

and adnbrtio casos as theBe are the linilts betwecn which 

the real rnochanical system ii expocted to oporato. For 

th' isotherna1 case, th' frequency i 1es than that of 

the tdtabatic us1n the same initial displacement and the 

3an air co1win 1oxith. The physical ec1anticrt lies 

in the fact that in the comrlres3iorL of air, sorne of tho 

energy is transferred to heat enorr, and there is a 

tendency for the air to rise in temperature. An isothernal 

process is one of constant temperature, which means that 

diu'in coriapression heat is extracted from the boundaries. 

Since the amount returned during expansion Is 1e88, there 

is a net loas of energy from the systeri. This dissipation 

of energy causes acìecrease in the nRtural freq'ency. For 

the adiabat±c co, br definition, no heat added or 

extracted fi'on the system. The heat enry formed in the 

compreEsion stroke s transferred back to work in the 

expansion stroke, and consequently the system frequency 

is relatively higher than that of the isothermal. 

For the adiabatic process the temperature of the air 
is higher at the end of the compression stroke, therefore, 
the rebound length of the air column is larger than in case 

of isothermal. This means that the rebound displacement 



for the caso of n : is more than that for n = i.1. for 

the same initial displacement and the same air column 

length. 

Experimental values for the natural frequency lie 

between that obtained from the theoretical derivation for 

n i arid that for n : i.t. As would reasonably be 

expected, the adiabatic agrees the more closely with the 

actual mechanical system, 

It was shown that the initial pressure of an air 
sprin,. system does not affect ita characteristic, i.e. 

the natural frequency remains the same whatever P0 is 

for constant air column length and the same initial 
displacement. This implies that for a g iven mass, the 

stiffness remains unchanged for springs with different 

cross-sectional area. If a force F is applied to the 

system then, 

mg±F 
po mg 

and as long as ni 

static deflectio 

Accordingly, the 

design of an air 

convenience. 

is the same, remains constant and the 

:ì does not vary (see figure 2). 

selection of the initiai pressure in the 

spring is a matter of construction 



L;.l 

Air sprir with small masses are softer than those 

with large niasses. If a torce F is applied, those with 

smaller ruasses show more 3tatic deflection than the others, 

although they have the sanie frequency for constant L and 

The theory and experiments both show that there is 
a definite relationship 1etween the natural frequency of 
an air spring system and the length of air coluniri. The 

frequency is indicated to be inversely proportional to 

the square root of L. This correlation is advantageous 

in that it is possible to obtain a low natural frequency 

by the selection of suitable air column lengths. With 

L : 10 Inches the frequency is about 66.0 e.p.m., and for 
L : 20 inches, t is as low as 146. o.m. The effective 

length of an air column can be increased by connecting the 

spring container to an extornal tank, which has auíficiont 
volume to lower the frequency aa required, and any 

convenient shape. 



PATT II. FOPCED OSCIlLATION 

In this theoretical study of the forced oscillation 

of an air spring system an exciting force, F COB 2 7t ft. 
is applied. 

Newton's aecond law states 

r______ 
11 

J 

or, 
i i _i +coa2ft 

J 
m 

which is the governing differential equation for the 

forced undainped motion of an air spring system. 

Note that is a common factor ¶f the term on the 

right hand of the equ.ation. Therefore, it is expected that 

the air column length affects the amplitude for a given 

frequency of the exciting force. 

It appears aleo from the equation that the 

characteristic of the forced motion is affected by the 

moving mass or', more specifically, Is affected by the 

ratio betweon t1 exciting force and the mass. The term 

. is known as the acceleration due to external force. 
nl 



¿4.3 

The forced motion of the air sprinj is treated by 

the ordinary method, i.e. by seloctin the amplitude of 

vibration and tiien finding the frequency at which 

vibratIons with such amplitude can be sustained. The 

solution of the differential equation is obtained in a 

nianner similar to that of he free motion system. The 

value of y is the ui of to parts, oi due to the spring 
and the other d to the force. Each is evaluated 
separately- and is added algebraically. 

The time displacument ratio curve of the fx'ee moion 
iB assumed as a first approi.tatton, and the f o'oin 
fuLÀOtton frequency is as3unaed to be that of the free 
motion. irAo the forced motion of tho iystem is not 

quite the saine as the assuiited one, then at the end of the 

3tage calculation th displacement ratio-time curve leads 
to ¿ better approximation, and the frequency of the force 
is adjusted to that of the new motion. Keepini the 
lnititd displacement ratio unche.ned, the calculations 
are carried on for as many stages as required to obtain 
values of y that aro the same as the starting values to 

within as many significant figures as desired. This 

final stage then gives the y time curve of the forced 

motion as well as the frequency of the force. 



The force frequency i not the saine a the natu1 
frequency of tho sy8tern and therefore, tho force Is 

sometimes in phase with the motion and at other times is 

180 decrees out of phase. 

Tables 8 and 9 show the final ataçe of calculations 

for tho force in phase, and out-of-phase for F/rn = 3.22 

feet pr second2. The timo dip1aceterit ratio curvos 

are plottod in figure 16. 



Table 8. FINAL STAGE OF' C!.LCTJL!TION FOR THE TIE DI3PLACEMTT RATIO FORCE IS IN PHASE 

0 1 2 3 6 7 6 9 P.et 

y 0.600 0.714 0.96 0.370 0.200 0 -0.20 .0.368 -0.h19 

-'3. -7.26 0 12.17 29.9 36.C6 IlL 

3.22 2.97 2.29 1.23 0 -1.23 -.2.28 -.2.97 -3.22 Il L 

-12.O -.2247 -11.60 -10.25 -7.26 -.1.23 9,89 26.62 32.8k I/L 

y -6.13 -18.30 -29.90 -I0.3$ -17.t]. -38.75 -12.13 .20.71 

T 11,1.89 135.76 U7.h6 87.56 1,7.11 0 -18.6h -87.39 -)9.2 -78.8] 

y 0.600 0.Ç71i 0.1,97 0.37 0.2 0 -.0.205 -0.369 -0.1,21 -0.331, 

Table 9. FIiAL STAGE OF CALCULATION FJR TIlL TIE DIS?LACEr.NT RATIO. 
FORCE IS OUP OF ?H!3. 
1 2 3 1, 5 6 7 8 9 Fector 

k 

y 0.600 0.573 0.1,90 0.359 0.190 0 -0.186 -0.333 -0.396 

i 
..]Ç.52 -]5.11 -13.77 -.11.88 -6.96 0 10.75 21,.55 32.81, /L 

2 
-2.97 -.2.28 -1.23 0 1.23 2.28 2.97 3.22 t, L 

; 
-18.71, -184.1 -16.05 -13.11 .6.96 1.23 13.03 28.52 36.06 I/L 

y -9.30 -27.1,1 -1,3.1,6 -56.57 -63.53 -62.30 -1,9.27 -20.75 

Y 200,27 190.97 263.56 120.10 63.53 0 - 62.30 - 111.57 - 132.32 -117,01 'IL. 

0.600 0.572 0.1,90 0.360 0.)90 0 -0.187 -0.331, -0.396 -0.351 
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Table 10. VUATIOII O T.0 FtQJ1NCY 1'1ITI1 T:IE IITLAL 
DI3PLACE?1ENT RATIO FOR FORCE IN PHASE AND 
OUT 3? PHAJE L 1 inch. 

= 3.22 feet per second2 

frequency in cycles per minute 

y0 0.2 o.6 1.0 

f olec, 

in 176.0 203.0 203.0 196.0 
phase 

force 
out of 277.0 23t.5 220.8 209.0 
phase 

The above values are plotted in Figure 1?. 

Ta'b13 11. VARIATION 0F TILE RLB0UND DISPLACELIENT RATIO 
ITH THE INITIAL DISPLACE2ENT RATIO. 

y0 0.2 0.6 1.0 

in 
pha3e 0.183 O.121 0.S90 0.707 

out of 
phase 0.168 0.396 o.S2 0.682 
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Discussion 

Th undam2ed fôrcei motion of an air-3prir system hai 

rather thtereatthg ch3racteristic. Referring to figuro 17 

it is seen that when the frequency of the exciting force is 

less bhan the natural fraq'.ioncy range, the force IS in 

phase with the motion, a the corresponding amplitude has 

values which lie on the line AB. Studie8 of the stability 
of steady state motion 8uch as those described here, have 

explained seme interestin, phenomena which take place as 

frequency or magnitude of the forcing function are slowly 

changed. 

As the forced frequency increasea, the amplitude 

increases. At point B the force is :;till in phase with the 

motion, bit a slight tnrease in tI frequency will cause 

ti_e force to change from tho in phase to the out of phase 

motion, and the amplitude to jurp from point B to point C. 

Increasing the frequency more causes the amplitude to start 
to decrease according to the lino CD. Now ii' the forced 
frequency decrea8ea, the corresponding amplitude increases. 
Theoretically speaking the amplitude goes to infinity as the 

frequency decreases more arid more. This is not true for 
an actual system, which includes damping (friction bet13en 
air molecules). When the amplitude reaches point F, a 

slight decrease in the frequency Will sause the amplitude 



to d.rp t: potnt and tha force i ir phase with the 

aio t i or De crea si ng e f x'e quo nc y ic'' e , t he 

iup1itude will take t value8 on the lino Gì.. The 

line BE ori the resortance ciwve rotera to whet is ca110 

an unsta'ble 8lta3tiOn rtd In a real phyøical stn, 
this motion cnot be mìthtalned. This could be 

shown eeily by referrn to Figure 19. As the 

nianituda of force iicreaes, it is seen that, .or a 

iven frequency in the in phase pert, the amplitude 

deore.sea, This is a situation which cannot happen. 

Frm the discussion above, it is seen that an air 

apririg :sten prevents t buildup of exco3siv 

amplitude. 



CO1WLU3IONS 

As a result of the foregoing work, the author wishes 

to state these conclusions: 

1. It was indicated that the natural frequency is inversely 

proportional to the square root of the air column 

length. Therefore, and for a limited space, an air 

spring can be designed with as low natural frequency as 

desired. 

2. As the initial pressure does not affect the 

characteristics of an air spring, it is possible to 

build an air aprinr' with any cross-sectional area. 

This is advantageous in the design and construction 

cons idoi'ati ons. 

3. Air springs with equal maases have the same stiffness 

regardless ol' the cross-sectional area. 

¿. Air springs with small masses are softer than t hose 

with larger masses although they have the same 

characteristics at a given air-column length and the 

same initial displacement. 

. The nonlinearity of the air springs reduces the build 

up of excessive amplitudes, whatever the frequency is. 
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